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The Democratic Party has won the Congressional elections is the hearsay of The New York Times at the late night drama after party. But yet no legislative power is the unanimous decision of the Republican dominated Senate. The democratic party has unleash the Jimmy Carter era of taking bold and unorthodox risk. And yet they stand to lose everything, either way.

There is near sighted evidence that the Democrats can declare victory in the House of Representatives. With calls for social democracy and a blue wave that crashes into the heart of downtown Republican main street at Washington avenue, but yet the entire democratic party has unexpectedly shot themselves into gridlock and stalemate. Where even the anti-war movement is awestruck by the collapse of the establishment and the solidification of corporate power -- in return, for more executive power and privilege.

But the deal has been called off and the Republicans can now have their last laugh. It ends with a debating house of Congress and it begins with the executive order that solidifies the corporate dominance of the free market, the curtailing of the freedom of speech and the counter-reaction of reporters and the world press that have little say in the affairs of a scientific dictatorship (on the brink of a massive breakdown in the constitutional order through the over-exuberance of social democratic norms). When social democracy has -- either way, met its permanent demise. Yet either way, for the democratic party: it’s now the Jimmy Carter era of gridlock and quiet mayhem.